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Polyhedrons .

.One-Dimensional -Polyhedrons
Twok2Dimensional. Polyhedrons
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,..
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,` `,' general Remiasics, . :.

11- 1. Areas of Plane Figures
11 -. 2. : Pl/anes and Lines . . . .
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1 _
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11- 7. Cones . , ..,.
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,315
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322 :
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12- 1. Introduction ,-, . .
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12- -4.. Lodating- oints on the Surface of
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12- 5. Volume and Area of 04, Spherical Solid
' 12- 6. Finding Lengths of Small Circles'?

Sample Questions -- Chapter 12 .

RELATIVE

13-- 1.
13 2.
13- 3.

ERROR;
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NcIE ,TO pEAcHERS

experience of over 100, junior high-

_ hpol,-teaclh_et 1.;.& all parts of the ,country 'and the = estimates
-

au e visions (including , junior high school teaoher

Chapter ApproxiMate -number

or days

Total 43.

Thriva iut the robleMs, 'topic's and setion _ which
t.

re' Aesignpd_fOr-the_ ett r students are:indicated by an .

asterisk (*) . Items starred in this manner shOuld be used or

omitted' ats a means of adjustinrthe approximate time scheciu*



Chapter. 10

NON-METRIC GEOMETRY.:

s chapter will =be new to almost all pupils. .

opt of it has been( ed in a number of .sigh n, gra

rather surprising success. There are a number of, reaso
luding It in the ighth grade curriculum. Among these are

It. helps .de elop spatial 'Intuition and understanding.

It er a hasizes in another context the -.rC4e of thematic

n reducing. things to their simPlest elements.

It affords .other ways 'off .looking :at ``oh Teets- in the world

about us. and. fundamental_ questions- kbout theml-

It illustrates types of malthematical (gebmetric reasoni-
N i

in and approaches t`

It gives an interesting in Sight into he meaning of

dtmension.

The general 'purposes
Chapter 4 of. Volume I. It

..beginning of the Commentary Tpachers of that chapter
In this -Chapter. there is ipre emphasi on, the use of models

Chapter are im l r . to tIlase''for
suggested thal t teddherP-read 'the

understanying spatial geometry.
emphasis on isetin_3 aa such

-sets. - Hot;iever. the teRminology

s d..thrplIghoUt thip 'chapter, The'students shOuld ;already have

some familiartywitk these Ideas. -A qUick.run-7over of the ideas,
_

i

There is cprresponciinkly,, mss
diapter is more geomebr than
of.setS, intersections, and unions

-o- .volume vul -fie.. as background for most
... .

students,. However, if sets, ...intersections, unions, and' ,soMe- ge6-

Metrical 'term's', can be :explained as ypu go along, this 'Tnaterial-

-should-16e teachable- k withoUt'muCh. s'peditic-- background- on the' part.

of students At*,



,

-'use of terms "simplex" 'and the OiSta.hction8 be ween'.0

0.r 1-37.-diteftaibnal :polyhedrons- should ct5ritvibute preettison of

0.hou -lan

Reading. e4t is It ten

will not .follow:asilY. PulAls ,6hOuld- ,be encouraged to

--beygndltheae pas 'sages when they occur, and thes go .back and, study

Teachers will Sin it profitable to Bead some tpematerial

With the puPils.

-Materials: *- .in g subject at4er like this o junior.
.)

high school._ rgt 614,4-are of, cdhaiderable use.

- v

and fability with, models' should increase"-teaching of web
Well as itapove basic understandings: The students should be en-

GO raged to use cardboard or oak- tag for. -,their models of teiflahe-

drops 'and cUbes. They will 120 asked, to draw on the surfaces of

these later. It is suggested ttlateachatudent c6ntribute one

model of di'egular -6etrahedroh and* one. ub lf67Tidtedi7-diabs--

use.- They will be needed later in thej study of Polyhedrons.

student shouiii; Xeep a model of c1.4.10e:a44. a .model of a tetrahedron

at _ome for use in homework; In this Commentary for Section 40-4

and: lb-7 there are several sliggestions for making.-modele from

blobkik0i4 wood, The boys in' the cldis Should: be -encouraged-

make these.

Time'. The material of this Unit

0:period of about two weeks. I cla

- t 0 could Profitably be used. 4)F

A.Word of Warning. Inc prepari_ themselves on this

to should not exact to ;taster it at one reading.

nofogyand-points -of - view can be asgimilated.gradually-

take .the attitude' of- exploring the mpterial together wi

recommended for -study- for

nterest is' high, some extra.

students?

materia

T mi-
-not-

h the

9



.
ProbablY -desirable 'or. the: teacher ;t6 folloy the

ns-in thd text to make in:clads either '_a model-of

tetrahedron or a model of a , hon-reg -iar tetrahedron o

_ 'ddent-leave -one- -o-

ye them keep-one modal of a tetr edro4 to. -,uSer at home

' Some bdyg might like to, m models of tetr4hedroAs by

and -blocks

:edgers of (PQRS )" are

The faces Of (P S) ' are

Answers tc Exercises 10-1

1. (Construction

2. (Construction

The measure of the new angle SAC nus

the sum- of the mea res of dhgle

than their -dif-f_e _noes. Otherwise, it

could be tried in class- .

SIMR1exeS

in'Chapter 4 we

"building-blocks" : Here (with _some. prior notion of:lines and

Jp-lanes) we will use points, segments, triangular ,regions and

-dialid_tetrakiedrons. ad our "buildingiblocks".__

The disdussion about "takingjpoints-between" and- dimension'

%probably will need t(7)-be read mor6.-than once by pupils. Aftdr one

gets the general. idea, the material is quite readable. A class

discUdliorp-of twIda4-15i-tbr tb-thi readineof-the-text-by the

puPilsr-tay-be-a-good_idea..

nbt be more

and BAD nor les

wo fit . (This

than

regarded points, lines, and planes as..our



The discussion of "betweenneSs" illustrates an important fac

about reading ,some Mathematics. On'e.,Sometime has a -easier tune µ-:.

reading ,for'serieral .ideas and the rereading detail'

The better s might be encouraged to draw

figures for eat of\these

problems as:

The vertices- of a

pleas are blue,.

The edges- will be

The interior 'will

No. Just two.

4rertices of tie

are blue.

The edges will 'be- red.
The faces- will be green.

The .solid tet-ra4e ron.

red.

Note: When we say "color points" what we mean, of course,

"color the- representations cif the points on the paper or



ers o ,Exercises

Constructions

There_. are a_ numb r of -

,POsSAJ4e_ answers

PABD) arid (P130).

be two of -the if one
face is labeled as on the

right.

24 =snip1exe.
24
Yes, you can make the

comparison. 'The- top

vertices of the six

pyramids would correspond.

_ to_the_ six poirkts in the

middle of the faces of the cube.

19-4 Po3_

In class it would be a good idea to hold or fasten models of

tetrahedrcins together to indicate various 3-dimensional pol,yhedrorie;

Also, blocks of wood With some corners and edges sawed off

maybe .with Wedge-shaped piece removed) are goOd models- o

3-dimensional polyhedrons.'

Models of tetrahedrons should be held together tlo indicate

how the intersection of two could' be exactly an edge of one but

t an edge of the other. (They would not intersect "nicely."'

Other ex_amp-es can also be Shown here.



swexi e c e- 0j-1-
o,

one bossible ,answer



305 pages 405, 406-409.

'(P4Z)

(FPQR), (FXPQ)

and FPRZ)

(PXZQ) and (RP _Z)

YZQ), (ZQR) :(XZP), and

(FM) (PZQA) FXZP)

10 -5 One-Dimensional polyhedrons

The pupils. may enjoy drawing all sorts of simple closed

polygons. Some should be in a` plane,_ But they als should be

en totp do some on surfaces of cube's, tetrahedrons, wooden

blocks, etc.

Answers to Questions in Text in 10-5

Other polygatal paths from P to S are -FRS, PRQS,

Five in all -Other simple closed polygoi contai

are

BEPFGAB

BEDCHFGAB

BEGAHC B

BEGAHFDCB

BEDFGAHCB

erS to Exercises lo-')

1. 2' paths from A to, b.

3 simple closed polygons.

ta) 7

PQSP, PRSP, PQRP, QRSQ, PQRS= PRQSP, OSQP.

QRS.

BE and GA

(c) PQRSF (We are naming the vertices in order returnin

to a starting point.)

13



_
'pages 409-412. 306

DEFQ PCBAFE PEDCBAN

There are many ways of doing it.

or such.

10-6 -Dimensional_ Polyhedrons

'Tip secticin gives 'a good opportunity to draw w-a lot of

2- dimensional S plexes and polyhedrons and to illustrate again

Set'of 2simple_4s which intersect nicely.

.
Some drawing and illuStrations should be in the plane and

some should be on surfaces or -dimensional polyhedrons.

--ers to Questions in Text, 10-6

Students re asked if they set a relationship amcing the faces,

.edges, and vertices of certain polyhedrons. It would difficuft

to discover the. Euler relation hip-from just three cases. The

relationship will be developed in detail in Section 10-8.

0

Answers to T-- and to

rahedron

Cube

Cube (with s1mp1c

ercis

V
4 6y 4

6 12 8:_

1 2 18 8



/b/l///II'-(#tp-,-:01_11111111
and many other po

and ma,- other possibilities .

and many otter poibIlities.

4 No, there won't be four.

The union of the first

three must it*eli be a

3-simplex. Yes, a

tetrahedron.

F= 24

6 sets of 4-simplexes each.

_ 12 original edges, and 6 sets of 4 new edges each.



be done in many

ways, 1e have 'first sub-

dillided it along ,AB into

two figures like the -ec-

ond'in, the text of his

sec

10--7 Three Dimensional Polyhedrons

In this section and the next section there re many fine,

opportunities to use the models' which the pupils have p e- :ed.

suggested that the class be divided into three Or our

parts and that each part take several models of regular 3" tetra-
,

hedra and fasten them together (with cellulose tape or paste) to

produce some rather peculiar looking 3-dimensional polyhedrons.

They can also fasten mo,11;J cubes together to produce odd

looking polyhedrons.

There is a good opp,,,Luilnity here to encourage some of the boys

in the class to rake models of 3-dimensional polyhedrons out of

blocks of wood. Start with i ck of wood and saw corners or

ed es off of,'itand pc..-mibiy hutches out of it. The surface,you

get will be A simple surface as long as no holes are punched

through the solid. You could not punch holes thpOugh with an,

ordinary saw. sure uhat tne surface is made up only of flat-
,
portions. A surface like this Lould be covered with paper and

then colored or drawn en. it could then be re-covered with paper

16



ges414.21V1

for further Ilse. It is interesting that no matter the block

(without holes) every simple closed polygon on it wil
^

.Separate the surface into jus,t two piec s. Also the models can

used for examples of the Ep39 r Formula-in e next sectio The

faces,, edges and vertices can be counted rather easily i Objects

,

like this.
J

'Make a mddei a "square doughnrtuout of cubes as -gested

in the text: The .surface will not be simple.

.Answe Exercises 1

Constructions.

3. Three:

a



he many .possibilities are as follows:

4.

luLcrsections:

A and B A aild G B and C A an /a a

1) 'ace

2) 1"ace

face

face,

vertex'

0 esen

(b) No

(c) Yes.

5)

L

0

Ip y

race

face

.-6e

VcVLoX

vel:tex

edge

0

0



4.,
The intersection of cube 4k 7 with ,cube #6 is a face

.

-and: the ;.ntersectAptv,of cube 4#7 with,cube401 is_an edge.

Thus Vle figure iSo not simple surface."

4
-- A

1G-8 Counting Vertice s do-es and Face he Euler

. Use models of.tetrahedrons and

this aebt,lon. to.",the-C)a

The' counting of faces, e

face shoulikbe interesting

-or la

in explainine the, mate

and vertices on any simple su

and 4Kformative for the pupils. Use.

models made of wood for some a,,the,examples.

Use the model of the "square doughnut "of the last/ ection't

help pupils'count faces on this type surface.

The teacher should assign particular problems on counting

faces, edges, and vertices.as appropriate for.the particular class.

The teacher should subdivide the surface of a model of a cOp

in an irregullar way and count faces, vertices, and edges as ndi-

cated. in the ..text

Answers. too ExegCises l4=

L.- The count i 12 faces, i8 edges,

T4 2-81MPlexes. of the subdivision

Abe corresponded to the faces o

bf the five tetrahedron.

and 8 vertices.

the tetrahedron can

he solid which is the, :



( 48 n inte-AprZ
of faisea of ellb and .24
o k:edgOs- of cube

F E

V 10
V

F - 16
E = 24

(a) V =
F - 11

--\"28

± F E

16 + 14 =

- 20
F - 18
E

+ F

v 1-E - 10 ± 16 =124

V - 16-
F-

28

F E

'16 + 14. 28 . 2.
V s 18
F - 16

32

V ± F E 2.
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hapter 11

VOLUME AND :SURFACE AREAS

evelopment of the main=.-Portions of this chapteitiS:along

mPirical.:and intuitive lines.. We have made generous provisions

fv discovery activities.

ponstruttion: 4nd frequent use of the various mddels the pupils

_arek to stiliclY

At _the ong of this chapter you will find diagrams for construct-

ing'mp els of the geometric solids eve will consider. We sUggest

you use the following steps to be taken in the construction of the

models:

'(a) Place a sheet of stiff paper such as oak tag behind the

diagram ins the text.

The entire, chapter ds built around the-

-(b) With a' compass point pin' point perforate 'the test page-

at all the-vertices.
0

(c) Remove the stiff paper and join the holes by using a

sharp pencil and a straight edge so that your diagram resembles

that of the text.

(d With a pair of scissors cut along the boundary limos

the figure or the stiff paper.

(e) FOld your cut =out along the inner-'edges of your solid.
,d,

(f) Use glue to paste the tabs In the inner edges of your

g)

be used

Seal each such edge by using tape, since some models ,re,'

as containers.

(h) Take good care of your models since they are to bued

frequently,



We suggest hat you take some time in class helping the pupils

co ruct the:he rst models. Be sure that they construct, ther

models' carefully, You 14111 notice that kh som* cases a base' is'no

sealed nee: such 'model's will be used as containers.-o-qt convenes-

,ient at tiMe6.to attach this base temporarily also..
0

We,` have assumed that your pupils are somewhat familiar with,the-
v

folloWing'igeometric terms: point, line, line segment, ray, parAllel
0

lines, intersecting lines, perpendicular lines, angles, measure of

an,an4Lle,- triangle, altitude and base of a triangle., base and alti-

tude. of a parallelogram, aqudre, regular poltgon', hexaon:perimOter

o a pplygon, circumference of a circle, Fythavrean property, con-

gr4ent'..tr.ianglesi surface areas, and volumes.

You might perhaps.take an inventory to see whey or not

is-true. If preliminary work needs to be done we recommend Chapters

7, .8, 10, and 11 of SMSG '60 '61 text for Junior High Sthool

Mathematiot, Volume 1. The subject of measurement is eXtensively

developed in Chapters and 8. The subject of parallels, 'parallel-

°grams, triangles, and right prisms is covered. in Chapter 10, and

circles cylinders in Chapter 11.

If the pUpils already know a good deal about areas of plane

figures:-and volumes of right prisms respectively, Sections one

and three could serve as a brief review of the main ideas.

If on.the other hand youi! pupils have had'iittle or no prepara-

tion4''Or area and volume, Sec. ions one and three should definitely
_

be sutTlemented. In these s- -tions we have done more reviewing

than developing since we were not ntroducing the ideas of:area

volume for the first time.. aapters 7, 8, 10 and 11 of SMSG
,

0-161 Junior High School Mathethatics, Volume I, text should

most-certainly be consulted expanding upon the brief treatment

in SettiOns 1 and 3 of this unit.

EndOurage. your pupils to estimate areas and volumes prior,to

calculations and experiments. We feel that these activities will

help them to appreciate more the ideas of area and volume than



the results obtai ned py.calculations ,alone. It will be necessary

for ,46 to supply tdch problems, as-they have not been included

he text. .

;'he of finding volumes by fit ing inch cubes which

pupils:haVe coflstructed, and of pouring sand and salt io the

intetiors of the various prisms, should help

the co of volume.

yo 1 notice'that we have not dare much, articulating with

the ideas 4veloped in zapter 10. We suggest you take advantage

orthese- as mheneve_ they will help you to,clerify and unify

the basic

them to understand

prpsented in this Chapter.

-me dimensions were given for the various pa

convenience.

ns for your

It is suggested that 13 days be alloyed for this Chapter.

Answer o Review Exercises 11 -la

1. 48 in.

3
3t- sq. t

3. 169 sq. in.

4. 14. sq. LL.

5. 240 sq,

6. 32,5 sq, cuL

IN

7. 23.92 L

8. 65.1 sq. cm.

9. 703 sq. Ft.

10. Approx. 64 6(4 ii4

11. (a) 10 sq. 0.1

12. 20 sq. in.



431=432 318

ercises 1.141

76 sq.. n.

576' so in.

247 sq. cm.

Approx. 61 sq. f t.

Approx. 12 sq. ft.

24 in.

(a) 51,480 sq.

(b) $ 15,444.00

I

Answers Exe cises.11-

1. 1,038 sq.

2., 2,750 sq.

3. 17,400 sq.

3;080 sq. in.

Answers to Exercises 11 Id

1. 25r ,sq. in. 20.2 sq. in.

(b) .100 sq. in. 225 sq. in

c> 400r in. 196r sq, in.

25r,J00r, 1400T.

Doubling the iadius quadruples the area.

BRAIND.rSTER. Arrange the 20 congruf

in the following figure

MINNA"
_angles as



We would---my at the .area 6 thg c_ is appro
%

mately_equal .Circ .r scribed polygon.

Always by than-the area gE -the cirtUm-

Scribed polygon al _ere will alwa;yA-be Nertj.tes

of the polygon whit are'-not points of the circle..

Therefore'th'ere As always some portion.of the, interior

Of the circurfibed polygon which is not _contained

In the interior of the circ'le. However for laiger

values of n° the areas are very close and we tan

think of the area of the interior of the circle as

the lower limit of the area of interior of' the tire -

scribed polygon.

Thus:

(Area of inscribed poiygon)<(Area

circumscribed polygon). For very

we can replace_ (<) by )

Exercises 11-2

1. ,Listing examples.

2. 'Examination of n

4.

Construction and x 14

andnd

same plane

lie in parallel

i,l on f models.

can 'only

(a) A line pelTelidli

all lines 4n that plane

(b) The side oppoa Le the right angle -of a right triangle

of circle) <(Area of-

large lues of

lines since they lie ink the

cannot intersect since they

and p- Hence

lane is perPehdicu3par-to

is the tense of the right triangle.,

The hypotenuse of a righ

of a right triangle.

144gle is the longe de.



e7,1 V.4-;

on aining

and Ph are per-

since they contain QS

line perpendicular

to P.

and. P are per-

,pendicular o P1

since P1 is parallel'
o -P

2*

is Perpendidular tc

contain

since P. and

erciSe

16 square -inches,

28 square inches

lu square inches

- Surface area is 'Square inches,

cubic inches.

on.struct u ace area is .7 square 'inches .
Voluine- is 11. cubic inches .
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erl.meiei, of base of Model 4 is 6 inches.
_

riMeter of base Of Model 5 is 6_ inches.

`Perimeter of.base of Model 7 is 6 inchee.

.
Perimeter of bdse of Model 8 is 6-inches::.

For rhombus based, right prism, 7.9 `cubic. inChs

For right. rectangular prism, 9 cubic -:inches

For hexagon based right pribm, 10.5 cubic

or .fithttcitTular. tylinder, 1-5, c

See

The interior of a-dircle has the largest area

Volume or Model 4, 9 cubic inches

Volume'far Model 6, 9 'cubic inche-6

Yes. They are eival.

Perimeter. og base of Model 4, 6 inches
1'

Perimeter of, base .of Model 6, TT_ inches

No. The perimeters are not equal

erciseS 1174-

Ias,s-attiyity.

Yes. . It is the perpendicular distnce,between-the bases.

No It is hot the perpendicular distance between he

base

Too large, olnee-the-lateral-edge off'-
=a, bliqUe pr

greater than the height



rat

W line leg6ents and Consider triangle's
A4S: and AQT td be right: triangles since AQ is
perpendicular to the -base_ -nd sal
triangles. Therefore X and 17 are
lengtl? (3, 4 5 right triangles)

d) Yes.
e - .te .

Mr-vc.11.1,-1-4,,,- 7.1.`

nches in

It would work for any regular polygonal re
1-t would apply tct any lengths.
Toteraredges

k Use the Pyt (Dream proPerty.
_ 2(AS._ _ AO S

same deVelotbent for -QT

as Yes. Yes.

NO.

(b) Lat-er l edges regular

a) F6ur. Equal.

600 -qUare inch



,s'ctRare inches..

cu.,

12 meters
82,94)4,000 cu. ft.

0072-, 000 cu. yd.

14.11N.17 sq.

the volume is doubled., If side, ,. o bled -height-:_._.

hal ed., then the formula
I x 2Sxh becOrges V = x (2

J

---36r tal- area-is- 4 s



lateral,area is 13"T sq. ft.

q. ft volume 'is 324.7 cu. ft.

In hes, star height is 39 inches

Sample ions ='Chapter 11_

FalSe

4diaile-ie-a paiallelogram

F 2. _A trapezoid may have

F- 3. If the-base-and,

the, area =-is mu

F 'If the radius: of

two pairspfparalielsides.

riangle are both doubled,

P 5 A 'regular decagon canAD6 separated'into ten congruent

triangles.

6. The -bases -.of a triangular'right prism can be oftly'right
triangles.

Any two parallel_faces_of a rectangular-right prism
considered as the bases of the prism.

F 8. The length of the laterar.edgps of an obliqUe prism is,th e.

distance between its bases,

ay .be

a

The-volume..of a pyraftid varies d rectly as its height;

10, The volume of a cone is one third hat cif a cylinder whPse

bases, are,congruent to the base of e cone.

T 11. A tetrahedron is always a pyramid,

R-12. A pyramid is always a tetrafiedron...

F 13. A rpgular pyraMid must be .A tetrahedrcin;,

14. ;Some pyraMi4s have altitudes which do. not'intersect.the

closed region of .the base.

The slant height of a right circular cone is never equal

to' he height. of the cone-.



,.. _, .,

ae aides' of a rectangle ar, con oment the
a' T

reds a- - square i

e'rparalle1-0 the figure 'i&I a rapszois

,a4jacent sides of a pfrallelogram are -CongNenti the'
I lk'4 ,is a rhombus `or square
i

ach.alde__of_a, rectangle 1-6_ dpubledi its area
.multfplied by

if :the -height of a:--triangle
multiplied by 2

-doubled i its -area is

Octagon is separated into ctingrUent- t langled by--

'connecting the center with each yertexr-the area. is 8

times the area of ch triangle.
.

The area of a poi on inscribed, in a circle

>, or ) area of the circle.

if the--radiuS, of a circie is dOubled,,, he -area, is
multiplied- by...z

If the ra_ _Us of a: circle mUltipiied-,bY
is mu' d by:- 9.,-

1t If all sides of a polygon have
iS: called a regular polygon.

11. In the blank following.' the name of

formula used to find' its aFea.'

Parallelogram

the area?

-de -of equal `measure, it-

Rhombus

Triangle__

gure write the

2
Circle A =

TraPe4oid. b2)

Regular polygon _P,



Tei2:=

- -

E

!.. 4,- Er; E 'EE E - E

--I

i
lejiigth,' of the base of a rhombus' iff- '12 '-'inches and the

,-,0-1,----1-'-'-'7='-----?..'''-"--:''Siesi--1-6:-:-,6- :scitiard inches .
-----e , -,, - ,-

' .

,- -- ,E- , r

,,
r7

,-.-1 t ,
,

'LE .s_LtE

tpapeZbidJ has an altitude
-

inches.
k

--' -'-l':
The altitUde'-is- _ _,....,

,

1/4
-'-

Of -. 7. inches, 'and the. average ,:

0- e is -

One-of the five congruent: triangles into ;which a regular:
peptagon is divided has an are of -13.5, sivare inchds.

e...area_.of the pentagon_ is 67.5 ,sqvAre4nches.

planieb are parallel he distances from different .
.

.

.

pdint (3f one plane to the other plane are equal

1. If a ine is perpendicular to one of two parallel planes,

it is also perpendicular .to the second plane

-'17. The ra asure of the edge of a cube is- 4 inches. The

surfa e area is 96, square inches.
=

18. The f rmula for the volume of a cube is V = s

,19,., ..A right-triangles
the is gths of whose sides are 6 inches, 8 inches and

- 10 inches.: The lateral edges -measure 15 inches.-
surface area is 'w8 , square inches.

20. The volime of -the prism in Proble

inches.

9 360 ublc

IC

21 An oblique prism has square regions for bases whose edges
are 3 inches inl length. The distance- between the bases
is 7- iriehas The volume is 63 cubic inches.

22. The radius of the ase of a right circular cy1inder is

.8 fee and its, altitude is 35 feet. The surface area..

is 6 87 square feet.-



ob the Volume is 2240r = cu.:ic feet.

cliDlerri 22, if the cylinder, is open aj one ehd the
is 62147 square feet .

and Volumes that are equal in measure-. How do, their _al;b1--
_ e

ttikdeS- cohipare? (Use <, and .

) A cylinder and a cone

The altitude of. the cylinder the al
of the cone.

A prism and a cone.
The altitude of the prim?
the cone.

tide

the altitude of

A prism 'and a cylinder..
The altitude of . the prism = the altitude o
the cylinder.

(d) A pyramid and a prism.'
The altitude of the pYramid the altitude
of the prism.

one and a; pyramid.

The 'altitude of the
pyramid.

A cylinder and a pyramid.

The altitude of the cylinder the altitude o
the pyramid.

A cone Whose- base radius measures

ne the altitude of the

6o cm. has a slant height
which measures meter. The latera area is 6000-ir



base'radiusis( 2.! inches has an-altitude of
16r--cUbic%inches.

_ -

has an altitUde which measures

-fot_a_base whose pl.de_Meares

4: incfte and

inches -.and

whose, altitude beasues in he, ItsvoIume is

© ©' or cubic inches.



Chapter 12 _

-TITE SPHERt

aVelopJeno of the prOperties of a spherisoithat,I4--,- - -- -- :,---- ,- ,--,,

44LPpreciate he.'significance-.of longitUdend-latitUde
_- - ,- - ,.._

, .

eansof,loaat on of
,

points.on thesUrfade of-the earph.

_o eXtend the use'o proofs as a form of:didUCtiVe rdaSonin
___r_t_7-7,f----1-:r=---.:.----:---z.-- ------:- -- - ---..----- -,.--t-----"7--z-i-,--------,.--,--,.,---,----,,,-,-___,,

While many of thenpropertiesintroduced in thi8:,Chapter:are
. ,

.

_not_prOVed_in a formal manner, two fundamental,properties'are
t: ,

proved in ,Sectfon 3.
Tod intrciduce and use the forMulas for the =mbluMe-and area-`'0f

..,

a sphere. _ In this connection the teacher shbuld fiidespeu
_,

aially Useful:the'clih,p1*!On the sphere in_ Conaepts,of.In-
zc

fortal'Geometry" by R. D. Anderson Studies 4n Mathematics

t VOlume ,off` .the SchOol Mathematics StUdy GroUp.-)

Although many 64 ectscommonlyused-in everday 'living' -are

---"--. spherical-ye, usually-find- thaV--very=little -attention_is_givenr,

the definition of:a shpere or'

__c _dpd,__the shape':Of the earth
. .

voting considerable attention to 'studying the sphere.

Many pUpils display strong .interest in the study df:looating

points On the surface of-theiearth. Thia interest-can be-imoti-

vated without introduding'extremaly difficultideas-abbUt paviga7

tic* -;The teacher should capitalize -6nIthis interest as much as

study of its properties.

sufficient .reasbn for

possible Parallel Painted Wire loop

Teachers may find it helpful Red

to encourage, some to make

modelsof spheres,. InSections

d 41 it would be edpecially--

helpfulto...havela_class_:size,_wire_______

model' of the earth,using lengths

Painted Bloc

Pointed'

:of Wire to represerit.the equator, Wooden" Base

_parallels of latitude, meridians

etc. Perhaps a pupil whO has

or SOpport

St.!der

pridion
Pointed Green



e di unficuItyderstandink!'properties ofthe sphere when these
,

0_ ted-In rather abstraat'fabhiOn would find it especially

014 (instruct-such a wire model.

'ber-of days,tecommended fbp-this,:dhapter iST10 or 11

e-waFned-that-the

o e'CarPied away-,by- the geography -0-tbo- great. an extent. Of

-LboUrse- f'this cbuld be carried over into geography classes coop
=

a time could-be saved and interest heightened 111..both.

course..
= . .

al

12-l. Introduction
-

The pUrpose of-this se76.617611- 1$ to-start-the--pupils.thinking'

in terns of a sphere.--lach_pupil should- have as-Part of his equip-,

ment, a ball, or other spherical object, on which he pan-draw cir

ales and-over whiCh'he'can place'abtrillg,to- trace paths s-of circles.

Also, the classrooM should be equipped with a large globe:and.a

.spherical,solid.:' The-Spherical solid. should large enough' for

-general classroom use and should. -be-painted-orovered-in such -a

way that the' teacher can- draw -lines On the stirface.:,0.1Ch .a sphere

-will beextremelyueiful.in all sec ions of this chapter:,,

swers to Exercises 12-1

basketbalL0-softbaill-biilird- bowling,

croquet, quallacrosse, jai-lai, sac ter tennis; Marbles-

polo, volleyball, water polo, ping pang,- ball and jacks,

.handball, tetherball, cagebaal.

2. Storage tanks for petroleum products, balloons, a in

toys, ,weather balloons, 'Tither p nets satellites.-

A,bobber, or float, may be spherical in shape when using

r=od- and line.
---

Floats for .nets are sometimes made of hollow4 Spherical..

hetal containers. The U. S..Navy'used huge spheFical

steel floats:- ire hengillg apti-submarine net durin g war'

me.'

=



uspended sphere. Some

etc., use ball beariAgs.)'

p e

no thic1ie8s

fFoi,r.inStance, a-solid cube.

A-sphel4e is a SOt;of:points in:space sucl-Ctliat all poin&
All.the:set_apethe_same Alstande froma particular point.

C .called-the center-of the sphere.

The set of points. is t1 interior of the sphere.

b) The setirpf points is t exterior 'of the sphei^e.
.J.-

lM. Great-and Small Circles.

This ection Is chiefly condekned with the inter ecti is of

liPeS4.and planes 414 a sphere. It will be Ilecessar r to recall.

d previoUPly Which

deaVidth geometric ideas.- It is 'expected :that most-pupils7will-:---
4.! .

accept witlibuViny question that the intersection of a -plant,.and a
,

sphere id-a.-44.rOle. Howeverla proof_for this property is outlined-

in.Problem 8 of the exercises.for this seftion.
A14!

The exercises here are exploratory. Not only should they be
.

worked on 64,0side o° class, but they Should serve as 'a basis for

much of the 'ass disoussionat this time. It' would be appropriate.

to spend tw0-0_,Ax;. perhaps three class days.on this section Pince .

thinkin g about the surface cif a there willIbe,;,4eW%itO most-of the

:pupils.- The-,time= spent here in pformal consideration'should;save

time later on.

The ideas of-. rldlan and parallel of latitude. are :touched on

lightly.here betftpe of heir connection with great and small
.--

ft * y

-Ctrales-;---Thelr-use-as-a-eoordipate -system- of...reference_ ir c_i...440

.

points is discussed in Section 4.



farther from

. There, is no point on a . _ a ht line thro-u

'e,interior more distant than B becaUSe_

dIrble with center at A and radius AB touches!

the,:great circle phpo B only,at the.;
= .

p,61ht. There,. ls no - poi . on the great. circle

in the great arcie'More distant -than measure'
. ,

since p -half way around.-
.

Yes. Since,. A and

are pc intS on a 'line segment:Coiate4higg
_

great etre le must be on a. plane containing

Such a cOntains TC and thus contaiThs

are antipodal ,points they
.

( e ) No. A, C' and 0. are three points in a plane but

are not in -a -line. Only one plane can contain

three .such points,. and ,that plane in ;he di win
ft

ontains the great circle shown. No great

an pass . through .P't and -D vathout . coma ,n :n
Such a plane passing .froug 'bust contain==

More than. any number you can name.

,More'- than any number you-,can,name.

-Antipodal- points -areendpoin edianieters

a circle. BenCe, the plate of circle on the
-

ere .through these pointy -contains .the center of

the sphere and hence, is the plane -of a great circle.-
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One example would, be small -cirales' onexample

_planter' intersect-the-a sphere. There are others.

:,YeS. Oonsider two particular' great circles:,

the sphere,. The intersection of these planes is e

line since. the'ffitersection,:16 not empty.-lit

tams c). ° This line contains
, ,

also kellametdrof ;eadh giedt dia-

meter conta aritipOdal ppirits."4-

-points- lie on each, great circle. Hende, 'the two

great circles intersect:

A meridian is. p_ perni,7pirale half-:a great'
circle from pole to pole and thus is a .cu:rve, on

'Only a half of -the stui.faot of a sphere.

o.. -Pare.346-1 planes do not .ihtersect.
,

circles .dh two parallel. planed root inters c.

D is in the, interior, ofi the. spliere.
- .

E njight be in the interior -of the spherei---that
t--

is, just 'beyond Et-. on the 'line, u.

the ;exterior- of the sphere. E

sphere antiPodal tO- A. _

A line ,passing thrp the center of the sphere

intersects the ,sphere Ita two distinct points 'which

re antipod41; One of these: is. A if E= is oh

C and dr1- the sphereit must- be- itfo-M-- -A

e ar.itipode*of A.

Ye ee, by-definition of-antipodal point,s.

it might be in
light be on the

is called rbhe alao.a .radii,zs;
.



4

a

'The interior of a sphere is the et-of al,`l points

in.space including the center i delf, such that

th e. distanCe,of:each point from the center ofthe

sphere islebs thanthe radius'.
,

The exterior. of sphere is the set of all poin

in space such that the distance. of each point'from-

the center of the sphere is greater than the radiU6

A sphere is the set of all points in space such, that

the distanceof each point from the center of the
,

Sphere is the radius (or, equal to the radius

90°, AG is perpendic ula Thus

(g

intersection set.

(h) All such segments are congruent.

pendicular to any line,.on

A right angle.

A right triangle. The union of three segments de,

termined by three points-not in a straight line

defines atriangle. Since one of the ones in-

volved is 9Q©, ARC is a right triangle.

They are the same. 'Both are right angles.,

A right triangle.

AP = AR.
2 2In A AC,

In A ACR, (AR)2 = CR 2

(A2

But CR 715 (Rd of -the sphere
(AR)2

(
m)2

The results will be the same for any point of the

Yes. Because each point of the intersection set is

the same distance Ili-.15tri A, thus defining a circle.



_athemaitiballYithis:Sectidn .12s the most important in the

chapter.- Up this port, the' ackground was in the" process of

Ipang.developed After his .section thechief concern. is in the

-lication of these results.

e..-dhotest.path-sin a plane between two Pointe is along a

line, and the shortest path on ,a-Sphere between two- poin

ng a great ctrcle. Hence, the importance of great circles.

o attempt is made to prove ;either. of these basic facts..

Alt ough this property of a great.circle may not be as obvious as

-thatfor,a straight line, some experimentation should make it seem-

resso ableW7Pupils,dhould be-encouraged:to-experimeqp-with-lengths

.of ding and a globe until they become convinced' off' this
In many other respects, great circles on a sphere-behave quite"-

difeSrently.from straight lines on a plane. Any two non-antipodal

points determine a great circle, but each great circle inter-sects. -_.

every other great circle in two points, These are the hind -al

'acts proved ih this sectiOn.

With these results, the pUpils should be able to g0 back over

the.pteviOus set of exercises with greater understanding. They

should, then, be able to pin down the reasons for some of the re.-

sults which may have seemed oubtful. This should be done before

oing .on to the appJ4eations. It might be'advisable for the

teacher to pause briefly at this point and review the previous

exercises-.

42



Using-a globe with diameter 12 inches, the dis-

ance is about 6 inches.

:

About 9.-7 incheg on the above globe..

The great circle path is shorter.

About inched.
2

(b) About 12 inches.

(,b-) is longer than (a)

-The-libe$t route" asked for-here.would,be _a_matter_

opinion. .There is no shortest route in the sense that

these two points are antipodes. A safest route might be

to travel directly., north from Singapore. This route

.offers more possible ,"crash-landing" pia es as much of

this route is overland.

The shorter -t path between two points where one is due-

north of the other i a great circle_path thro h the

North Pole.

) The results in Problema- may be used to- verify the

fact that a great circle route is shorter than a

route following a small circle.

(b). When traveling between any two points on the egua7

tor.

No. Three points in Space determine a plafte.Any plane
containing, three points on a sphere intersects the

.sphere. Since the intersection-set of he plane is not.

the empty set or a set of one point it thust be a circle.

If the plane passes through the center the-points are on

a great circle of the sphere. Otherwise- they are on a

Small circle.
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whiter a polar bear begause the camp would have to be

clOteto th4 North Pole. If 'the camp were at the North

pole0-bp would go north from any point to get back to

camp. A second possibility might be that he .had his
_

scam' two hours walk north Of a small circle whose length

was 12 miles, in which case he would .shoot the bear at

he.'point where he started his eastward trip. A third

_:possibility would be that the small circle had length- 6-

it s so he would -.go around twice. In:fact, the. &rat'

circle couid

I

be' of iehgth: 12/4-111110-for any positive

integer n. Ekcept for the bear, the camp might haVe

been in the vicinity of the South Pole but there are no

bears in the Antarctic.

Locating Points on the Surface of the Earth

This section is concerned with setting up a'coordiriate..System

on-a-sphere. In.order' to have a doordinate,systemon a_Pielrface,

it it necessary that each pair of coordinates locate a unique point

and desirable that each point have a unique pair of coordinates.

The results of the previous sections show that the usual system o

longitude and latitude has these two priperties except for the

North and.South Poles and points on the 180th meridian.

:Because the system seems so obvious, the use of meridians and

parallels of latitude-in locating points on the earth is generally

treated very casually. It is all too frequently assumed that be-
.

cause a pupil can locate points by this isvatem he understands the

fundamental properties involved. Or, the,e is no concern about

such understanding. This section atteMpts to bring -out several

important ideas:

1. That such,a system uses a reference line for longitude

and a reference line for latitude. Any meridian may

serve as a zero meridian, or reference line, but the

Greenwich meridian has been designated for this purpose.

SimileWly, any parallel of latitude may._ be used

reference line, but ether equator hat been designated, and

44



yith..obvious advantages as the line of 0° latitude.

Directed movement on the surface of the earth is done

--with-understanding only when locations are known. That

is, to guide. aometning.or someone on,earth.,-onemust

know where the starting point' is.

Longitude and latitude help us locate points) various;

,hemispheres0 but there is a subtle difference_in the

notation used for longitude and latitude. For longitude

we measure east and west from:the zero Meridian (Green:

Wich-MeAdiam) to the 180° meridian. For latitude,

we measure north or-South of the equator, but stop at

the pole (which may 'be thoUght of as the 90° parallel

except that they are points, not, circles
--- .

Students interested in astronomy may be encouraged to

learn more about the -Tropic of Cancer, Arctic Circle,

etc. It might be interesting for some atudentsto -pre--

pare reports describing haw theselineacametobedesig7- : -

natedl how they received their names, and so, on. Also,

students in erected in geography can extend their study.

of antipipda points There might be some cdoperation...

at this point, with the:teachers.or science Or social

studies.

About 74° W. 41° N. About 2° EA 49°

(b) About 88° W, 42° N.

(c) Abbut 122° W, 38° N. (g) About 42° W-0 23

(d) About 51° N. (h) About 144° E, 37? S.

-0
(3, 51-

0
N. Greenwich is on the zero meridian.

.42°;E, C °f Any point on the equator has a latitude

bout 3 E, 560

zero.



the'diViding line between U.S. and Soviet Troops

in. Korea Was-fixed at the 38th parallel by theYalta

and- Potsdam conferences. After the Korean hir the

diVidihg line was set at apProximatel isline,..

Most of the states have-at least partial boundaries
H

:alongparallels of latitude. Among these are :

Northern boundary of Pennsylvania at 42na:

parallel;

), Northern boundary of- Soutlf.Dakota.

46th parallel;

3) -Nebraska - Eansas-boundary-at-the_40th_paralle4_

(4) California Oregon at 42nd parallel.

In 1844 the United States claited from Great Britain

the whole'of the Pacific Coast as far as Alaska,

that is, to the 54° 401-fParallei-oflatitude andthe.

slogan_of__those in .Oregon territory:WaSfiftfour-

forty or fight" but in the Oregon treaty of 1846

the boundary was fixed at the -49th parallel

(d ) The Missouri CoMpromise provided that, except in

Missouri, there should be in the Louisiana Purchase

no slavery north of the 364P parallel.

The Mason and Dixon Line was originally the boundary.

between Pennsylvania and Maryland which was by

charter supposed to have been the 40th parallel but

was in fact a little below that. The.Line was eVen-

tually considered to be the boundary which separated

nslave states" frgoW"free states".

The complete name for Ecuadbr is "La Republica del

Eduador" which is Spanish ro "The Republie,of the-

Equator".



enos Aires; Argentina

Wellington, New Zealand

Korea

Madrid, 8pain

Buenos Aires is located on approximately the
antipode of Pusan; Korea.

Wellington and,Madrid are located on points which

may be considered antipodes.

These points suggest antipodes.

Answers will vary. For most of the cities- located in ,

the 48 states between Canada and Mexico, antipodal

points will be located in tie Indian Ocean between

Africa and Australia.

The northernmost tip of Alaska.

.,...10.__Tha.North Pole..

The State of Hawaii,

12. Guesses.

7-;

13. (a) Reno._ s at about the 120th meridian and Los Angeles

at the 118th. -Hence,. the meridian of Reno i west.

of that of Los Angeles.

(b) A little west of Quito

The latitude of Portlandregon

Seattle is 470; that of San Franc

Portland is the closest.

The latitude of London Is

Casablanca is 33 °. Hence, Madrid

ariouS answers.

A point on the sphere determines the inte

aparallel of latitude and .a meridian. Only

etermined-by each such intersection.

section of

e point is



es. The North Pole and the South Pole. Both the poles

have -a latitude-of .90°,-one being south the other north,

HOwever,.bOth Roles may be thought of as having-an in-.

-finite number Of_locations with respect to., the zero

eridian. Also anY point on the 180° meridian would be

both 1.8o° W and 180° E.

To .fincLthe antipodal location of a point without using

a map or globe, observe the following:

The latlitude will be the same except for direction',

That iS, for 45° N, the antipode will have latitude

(2) For 1 ngitude, compute the distance-half way around

the e rth from that point, thlp is, the antipode

must e on a meridian 180° from.the point. Subtract

the lo gitude from 180. The difference is labeled

with the direction opposite tai the
A-

tude. For examPle: to find

for 40' w. 18o - 40 . 140. The antipodal meridia

is 140° E.

(a) 100° E, 25° t.

(b) 80° W, 65° s

) 0°, 49° N.

Note: The answer to 17 (c) is the location

final longs

bde'meridian--

Greenwich, England.

*18. 'The`'Tropic of Cancer is approximately a.t 23.

'This angle is the angle of maximum tilt of the ea

axis and the Tropic of Cancer marks themaximum disc

north where the sun can appear directly overhead. T e

Artic- Cirele is approximately the southern border of the

"land-of the-midnight sun", that is, where.on June 21st

the sun does not set. Actually due to various inaccura-

Ciesand discrepanciee this exists- omewhat:-

below the Arctic Circle.

North.
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TheInternational Date Line coincides with the 180th

Meridian- for about half its length. ElseWhere it only

.apprekimates this.

The location -of the Antipodes is about 1800 14-and :51°

S. When- it.is midnight at Greenwich, it is noon at the

'Antipodes becatze the islands are "twelve hourb aroundy.

the earth." When it is the middle of limer_in greenwich'i.

it -.is midwinter at the Antipodes because of the tilt of

12-5

the earth. No.

-Volume-and-Area of a Spherical Solid-

In the beginning, some attention is' given to a very rough s-

timate of the volume of a sphere by comparing it with that` of the

inscribed and circumscribed cubes. The latter is quite simple /but

the teacher may not want to lay much stress on- ttie. former., -T

proof D.:a' the formula for the:volume of a sphere As given_in the

referende mentioned at the beginningf'of the commentary for this

chapter. The teacher may want to show this to some bright studen

No attempt is Made to justify the formula for the surface',

area. This could be indicated as follows. The volume of a pyramid

is one third of the altitude times the area of the base. Hence, if

the sphere were thought of as composed\,of pyramids with vertices at

the center and with bases' little curved regions on the sphere, it

mould seem. reasonable that the following would hold::

V . 1 r.A

where

and .A

the radius of the sphere (altitude of the pyramids)
4 3the surface area. Then since -V IT r-

for the area follows.

the formula.



1137 cu. in. 735.91 cu.

g.190 _2101

268 cu. yd.

90540u.

Answers to (e) e given'corfect'to two

decimal places.

Answers to the following are given eo'rect to no mo

than two decimal phces.

a) 113.04 sq. in.

(b) 1.-56 sq.

(c) 200.96 sq. yd.

(d) 452.16 sq. cm.

(e) 393.88 sq. in.

(f) 547.11s4. ih,

(g) `886. q. mm.

(h) 26 sq. ft.

(a) r = 25, surface area = 7850 sq. ft., number of

gallons of paint is 19.625, cost 017.75.

(b) Volume is approximately 65,400 cu. ft., number

gallons of oil is approximately 491,000 and the

Value'of th oil is approximately $63,800.

Volume of the bo -1 is 1024 cu. in. _the weight of the
.

sugar is 32 pounds and mother payS 0.

r is 9 in., the surface area of oneglobe Is 1017.36

sq. in. , and the total cost Of the plastic is 45353.25.

r 20 ft., the volume of the gas is 33493.33 cu. ft..



'ultiplied by

(8r) 8(-1

The surface area is "multiplied by 4;

i (2r)2 4 ir (4r2) = 4.(4H1, r2)

The volume is multiplied by 27' and-the

areajpy :90 for similar reasons.

Call the radii R, and

a) The volumes are 4

Volume of one_pherd_ _ _c
Vetiume of other sphere

e face-areas are 4w

Surface area of one 4 lY

Surface area of the 4 - r
other

The, following results were obtained by Using a regula

softball-and standard half-galloli'; p milk carton.

Carton:-

Water level'rai ed

Volume .0z 24.6 cu. in.

Sphere:.

or
291-6

5.9



Lengths ofliStall T'pircles.

This is not an esspn ±P1 onei but it'7gives a pupil

the means computing the lengths of circles ofIdtititde giVen

Section It also gilles him a .c.hance to use again the :frig -

onometr,W4 h was dev,eloped in the...previoua-:ch4pter.

b)

24150-miles

6470 miles,

17680 Miles

621650 miles

825 miles

10 degrees

ao
T8o

lo
Igo

(10825 miles)

600 ® 1.5 lirS.

600 miles-

1(a) Distance - 3190 miles.

(b) Distance 4260 miles.

1 hr.



The earth makes one-half Of e.revolution-in 12 hOurs.,

We might s'ey that the longitude of the point on th:

forth !directly under" the sun, changes liprolPp in

hours. Hence; the longitude oiane is 15° per hOurl.

'and the answers are:

Si/lee the difference in:14pgitude.-=d'60°.the 81.447.

time difference is 4 hot.rs .. b Thus --6he sun-time-at6-

±.70° W is 3: be a.m.

.

Since the cliff rrece in ion is 80 °. the', sun--

8o
time difference is how- or 5 hours and

20. minutes. Thus the

p.m.

The longitude change is 8O

hours aid 20 minutes.

(a) The tithe when the sun,is "directly ove city E

is 5 hours_and, 20- lainutel-teDore- 7:00

B'..1S 12;20

:talent

,y

All po nts ha*ing the sameaongitUde-w. have

the same sun - time.

See (b)

The length of the circle of la...itue at
._..

lmately 29000 os 400 19150: mileb.

This will be the approximate:distancethe,sun mOves
.

relative. te'earth'at'ithi6:latitude- in' 24.116urs.
,,

.Hence the distance for one hOurfs'difference-in-Sun.
e.

time will be-
Boo miles.

is aivro'xi-mately 80 es east cfg B.



ample Questions for Chapter 12

True 4Talse.

All points On of latitude are the sate d a`-

tance from the North Pole.

The'Noiith Temperate Zone on the earth's surface is boUnd-

.,,ed by two great circle's.

All. points on the zero meridian are the_

frpm the equator.

T

Ail-diameters for a-given sphere have the same , gth.
.

yora giyen sphere, the center of a

sphere is the center of the sphere.

All small circles of a giverFtsphere have equal length--

esimET7e.m.

great circle of, the

-For a given sphere, two great circlesweannot have the

. same, center..

The diameter of any meridian is. an axis ofthe sphere.

All great ircle passing through the North Pole must,

pass throug- the South Pole.
c

.10. The intersection set of a line and a .sphere must contain

two points, assuming the set is not the empty set.

11. A plane which intersects a sph

said,to be tangent to the sphere.

only one point Is

12. The radius of a given :sphere is R. if a point X is

located a di ance G frOm the. center of the sphere,

and G> R, then X is in the exterior of the sphere.

if the radii of; two ivOles of la given sphere. are not

equal, then not both the circles are great circles of the

sphere,.

14. Parallels of latitude lie on plane

thb axis of the earth.

th are parallel to-
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.

itude of the Ndrth and

on a globes

these two

,o ---
New,York,and4LohdOn lo ateg as mint

_

only one peat circle may pa, s,thr

ihts. fi

EVery great-scircle .of--

center of the sp)'lere.

o

phere
.

as
.

deht At the

'F 20. The line two centers Of small circles of a

sphere must pass -through the.sdenter of the sphere.

roug any two.poii-itkof. a here there is Just one`-.
t

-mal3circle.'"

Through.'any two,poiht6

small 'circle.

If lyou-doubre the

urtace area..

24. If,iyou double h re'dius of

volume by

a. sphere ere is atueaone

adi of a spY ere, yob double its

a sphere'you multiply i1

.Suppose the center

from the,center of

small circle. e

AP
of one small jus

the Bphere.as the center of

lengths-of the circles. must

as far

another

be- equal'.



r

the-following ; statements is true

er area = of a sphere is equal' to four times'-the area',

e-area-6f a sphere is equal ta. eight times = the,
,

arm' of an small circle:i)f the sphere.

The formula for the area of a sphere is A = irrr

iv The formulator the area of a sphere is A

=ice at

(b) Only :

(c) Only It and III -are-true.'

(d)-. Only II and.=IV are true.

) All of the statementa-are- e.

2. The-forfaula'for the ya

. .

Which of the following are -ue for

I. All radii are congruent.

II. All diaM6ters areticongp,uent

III. The ength of g.diameter

len H of a raditt.

IV. All ,great circles hive thesameglength.
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43,

-Only III , and' IV are true.

Only' I and III are true.

OnI I, III are true.

All of the statements are true.

------4_2shere has a, radius r. Point A is located a

=4.Th9e x from tie' center :of_ the_ sphere. p
the exterior of the sphere, which one of the followinge e

must be true?

None- of the -above answers is correct.

the radius of ,,a sphere-ip -doub- he 7-
t

on g1n64. sphere I nultip i d iyt

two

four

(d) eight

(6) ten,

e volume of a sphere whose radius is units

12 Tf



edength,of:agreat circle of a sphere whose,

e eris 10 inches?

=:-About- 20 -inches.

the earth, the distance from .the North

oint,focated at 76° W,. 0° is .abbut

4000 milew-

In the figurd at the

ri the ,sphere is in-

ribed in .a cube mbose

edge has a length or

12 inches. The voluthe

of the sphere is nearest:

300 Cu' in.

(b) .
500 cu. in.

1 000 __u,

d 1 500 cu. in.

, 2,000 cu..- in. 12



-cc

52

face of the sphere-s c)

I.Stign 9 is-about:

Q_Jsquar-e inches
1r

re inch

600 square inches

650 square inches.

_700 square inches,

The radius of sphere A is twice as long as the radius

of B The-surfece of sphers .4- is how many- timesthat

Of sphere B?

10

-12. A' and B are on two points on earth such that

directly north of A. If A and. B -Move due west-

What can be Said' Of'their. p4ths?

) .Their paths will cross.

Their paths will be on the same line.

Their paths will move in

d) Thela, paths .will; not drOssa.

Their paths would cross:- continued around the

Sphere twice.



_o
ppint,located at 100 25 N. B is on

ated,at 120 W, 25 N. If A and B'moVe- -'''

e-south, then:,

eir_paths cannot ntersect,

Their paths will intergect,

Their paths will move theM farther apart,

(d) Their paths will intersect in a line .

e) theli- paths wipl intersect_ in many. separate-points;"--

--kJ -Which one of the following citiesAlwthe,greate

-measure .for. latitude?

t

pain:

Tokyo

San -Francisco

15. 'A formula for the total surface ,-

ge-- a

is, e ,curved surface and the'T4:a

2
r

''The radius of the each is about 4,600 miles and the

radius of the- moon is about, 1,000 mil9t. Which, of the

--- ratios describes --how- the-area.of-the_earth

_ _pate with the area- of the moon.

i6:1 (c)

1 2:1 -(0 4:1
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ChaPter 13

RELATIVE ER R

time allotment: about two weeks
'Ass, of measusement plays such an important: part in

'

fe that everyone should have al clear understanding
subsantlal part-: of --the= arithmetic_ Itaughtz.intrieel,::,_,

;Isbhool relates to measurement. . Most of the early work
ment Is designec4 to familiarize . children with Comm-bh -units -

ugement and their User and with the ratios -between their
=

q-bisic concept to be developed in this unit Is that the
. ,

-::-..---41::;; ':(Adeds,:of measurement of a single thing yields a number -which
- -a.-Sents-theapproximat__number_of units. This iS in contrast

proceds o.f cowl-tin sepdraie objects, which yields an exact

1 :::: ber-; --.-When, ihei.;numbeil.---1-; -Sdarate' objects is rounded , or estim-
f...A.,atOdy,,Ithe redulttrigAnumlier.48 treated as an approxiina.tion' 1.-n-- the

.

sense as 7-tt-meat- erit,:--, Since measurements are approxJ

;',1410-t,iiations de, as es):-;auchAS sums or prct(44e
,

!eid..1 results whioh. are, ,also .1 ate . .
,.,

. ,

- ; It is a fundpintàl princIpLe of ddientific discipline that
measurprifent.cati,b6,4-chieVeil' with Complete and total,direct

400 acy. Accuraey' hexe Ls boin ued n the sense of being
correct, not in the ehrilcal aiiilei les':*-3;:e-loped later in the

capter. The teacher h4e`M,ght- coLe thit ,:',764*ate a a word
a_definite -meaning a t-.4 ite the ,- 1-f-2ense might be

.:. :qi.e ;different. . Many errors
..ment. They tare:

1eiteintt'kct of measure n
e,-

(a) rilistdkel
el 't I

(d)

+ S



ed-by means of a system of checks, by proper-eduda.,

ar ul inspection during the measuring process.

st enta err .are eren meas= ng ev ce.

-d-the results of itriperfect;Opsi

-ing,process. They -are- alSo the

the .systni of manufacturing., Td

(t; -ise7pequires,petter

IpanUfaCturing techniqUesTal of which c u,see,44

ternal-errors arVenyironM4Otal-er

knalgn And: unknown. Windreritsi'r:may affe

-0;!.,a llo:b-Seet4LL-Tempdrature _changes,,May_catts

in the dimensions of both object measured the measuring

truMent. Some of tkieSe arrOra: be contro led to a degree by

a controlledenvironM rat Zome,:of the_errors of known

origin -be corrected by applying correction factors, Which, in
- ;

in _materials

end products
make ail 'instrumei,i

neared {superior. Tr
1- er costs

-introduced-65. causes
hp ,careful weighing

orreep_onding_c ges

effedt, nullify the external errors. Some external errors tare so

complicated -14 origin that ,they dewy analysis' and -Cdtpletd Corr e-

tion.

-Personal errors Are due to human imperfections-.. Most measure,_

rents -have-been_ made by human beings in one way- or another. No two

persons react to a situation in 'exactly- the same mahner.w-, ji_eVertha-

less, personal errors can ,be -reduced' by proper selection and

ing .of personnel-. in the measuring' operation. (This 'latter factOr

may explain, to the .teachers why. -indudtries spend great sums of

money simply to teach people how to read-measuring instruments.
,

Pils may then see the consequent importance of this in school
work.

Errors -are, alsO;characterized as determinate and indeterminate-..
We have already discussed some of the nsequences of these errors

---trnde-r-twes-of -errors-- above; peterminiti errors-are-Ones--that------
occur in a' knotim pattern, throughout a Arles of measurements. Such-

errors can be analyzed, accounted for and corrected.. Instrumental

errors and external errors caused by cifinges in temperature are of
the- determinate variety.



er .o re -ark. the, more insidious-'-,and-.more diffiCu,
dope with. = They have no mo'&us c?perandi and their'

zard aiidrinconsiStent. Human er ,;introduce
e y..are of_ the indeterminate va-ri sudden;

,nd,;during' the measuring operation will. introdithe an
'The ,on3y,7way to discover and manage this

nor,- 'by repeated obiteivationa and measurements.
.n.

-,selected for a riven measurement, should be Suitable,
e thin i l meaiured, and ftar the purpode-' for whiWther''''

'measurement is ito be usdt4 The unit is not necessarily a standard'.
n___unit, 141t may be a multiple of a standard Aziiit, or a sub--division----

of. a standard unit. For example, the height of an airplane above
the grOtind .may - stated using 100 feet as a The' height

of a person may.rbe-__stented ,to the neareathalf-inchs that usin
The result of measurement should =be

to what -unit --was-used-,--bUt-this---is-not--always
--the. 11.ifritailaA'

7stated -so- gs-
done. In this Chen-liter 3 in. implies -that, he unit used---was

inch,-- and that the result 'stated to the_ neareat__,fo

e_result, "2 in. thus applies to any measurement which
,

inch- mark;. that

d.le0 than inches . We have 'used the term.
Within half-of the
more -th

n either side of the 2

. --

!greatest:- ble error" to 'refer to the amount by which the
actual meastirement may vary ,fe the sited result The use of the
word "error may cause some difficulty. It should be emphasized
that the word is used here to mean that a measurement. Such as

--inches-represent any= of- a-- =series 6 -measurements - ranging- -from

to + 1) inches This meaning shoUld be dis
tinguished from the more familiar use bf the teem to mean mistakes

hesrng instrument0:__.mists.ke_nread_ingteAbainusgtm
or mistakes re.sulting from use of a faulty instrument such as a
poogly marked ruler.



i5i.eciaA6e.and-l'aceuraoyHai ofometinieiti ca

'on,;:upageo _Tireciaion is- the Sze. of the unit -of =-
tiuseol; lie smaller the unit, theampre

_ -
of_cdp.m_ the the morepre-i the meas.

Eller is`the- .greatest p sible:error. ,Ac gracy,of:

erne pis` =the percint the-greatest-passible-irror-is-o

'die:A That is, accuracy refers to the-relativeerrbr.

rd id., develop clearly the-corice'pts of 4nit:'of mpasure,

OtraVett-tvosOle-erar6i7;:rt 'retlitli en

mien Considerable prictiCe,AVmeasUring lengths of linesegmeAs
_ _ _ .. ,

1:16-fied-reat inch, nearest half-inch',Thearests tenth:pf an inch j;

so on. 'they_ should be asked tp';' te- the greatest-possible.

--'--:'---error-for-measurements, and to; in e within-what-range-a-state
4-

measurement must ball

-Studente,;0 Imes have-diffic141-.in,seeing w theasureme

h these (cant digitsrthe erne
=

order-hav--thesamet
,

accuracy, regardless of- the unit of measurement. A development

along the .following lines is sometimes helpful. Significant digits

are defined as the digits in the numeral' which show the number6

units: The measurements below are analyzed to show the unit, the

number of° unfits, and-the possible erred..

v

Unit Number ,of Units

3457(t; 10 .ft.

0.0001 it .

_-y Zach,:_of_these measurements.containsthreesignifican

determine.the accuracy, we find the relative .err

error-. In the first case, we tie ration
75

whAch PAW.

'or s percent of:

In the

00second 0.ease, the ratio is= 0 5

'Students also hayd difficulty imunder4anaing WhSymeasuremente-
N

with a 'larger number of significant digits have greater accuracy.

example similar' toithat above can be used.



4A,

11Z1:5--icAr

. -X, ---*1

.:,:,-, _" -_,,,
't ,, , .1

_
I

It ' .

e',,,,:,''',.0,7 .
_ ,

- f
s Number

,
I

01 ft.'

.01 ft.,
357

3570

005 ft.
0;005-f. .

elative'L'error of, ft1
e I `1 . i or

1,_,:,,,', ,- ,,, -,

Relative,e;por ot.
_

----Thtitt-studthe1.14

-
O. 00 .

5

stantly- be _cautioned
prevented forcompitt with .approximate data'-are. rough" and

,F,are nOt "universally applieattle.
. 1

Bakst in his Ap_proxitha omputation* makes this important
_._

_,

...

.

----'---'- :r0eneraller speaking, tife- technique of Approximate

Computation is notimeahanical. The performance

---7-of-numerical-processes thOught: of as., thech-=_;

..._. tnioal, but the arithmetic of Approximate Comp-
P A.

li UtatiOn can be fully appreciated if and-only if

the interpreta4e, processes are Predominant.
Only When _a student is conscious of the na e of
the data and can interpret the Oproxithativeness
and the meaning of the numerical results obtained

by him, will he understand the importance of

--t

ApproxUlate Computation as a undamentall-Part of

applied mathematics."

For ilstance, when we carry a computed number like Tr or
tAggnothe ric function to one more significant digit than the least

-torst-ise f-the-apProXimate factors.,-,-we are-attempting,
the error introduced -by the numbers arising, Prom calculation

rather' than measurement

-Twelfth- Yearbook_of, the National _Council of Teachers of

Mathematics* Washington.; D.C.: National ColinciI of
-.Teachers oP Mathematics., p.



e itable, '.this unit
such topics as the histotj
atious mOilwring: :devices used,
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2, inOti

'107-4 One-half of the



swers to-Exercises 1J-2.
7---e177---

inches

) 5.2 Teet.

(P) 0.68 -feet.,

) Both ,ha7e the s

c.

yea

),Q0 rept

foo
e

10 feet.

a.v 50 feet

b.

vop

.e precision.

014t

d.

e.

d.

e.

0.1 foot.,

0.001 foot

0.1 "cot

0.Q foot

0.00005 foot

'f.- '0;05 foot

tithe most precise.

is the least' precise.

Yes,, and

4200_

23,Qoo'

48,070, 00

2

r

have the sane precision,k 00



to EXercises

Foot-:

0.05 inch

5 m1165-

0.5 ..f.69,t

(a). .0.0096

*(1)) -0.012

0.0019

.0-.0014

(6) 0.95 foot;0.54%

(b) 4 0.0g65,foot.05.54%

(f) 0.0005. foot.

(g) ;00 miles

(h)1,5 milei

) 0.00071

) 0.983

y 0.0093

h):0;00Q0

Tept;0.54%

500 feet;0.54%

The percents f
7'
sr_ the same fdir each measurement'

In each case ,the greatest possible error was the Same

frAtio4a1<part of the measurement.

0.001 foot

10 feet

(e) 3

(b) 4

(a) Q.00096

ID) 000096
6
A- e number A significant digits increase&the

_or dbereases The larger the numbpr of sig-
..

is the grea ,the ,,accuracy.

7Al2' inches haslffith6 ma best accuracy.

0.2).ach has the least accuracy.

Yes.

relative

-ov nificant

(d)' 1,000 miles

(6)- 0.1 foot

W0.001 inch
4

Y. 3

(d). 4

(c) 0.001k

(d) 0.00914 ill

...4_7)



ihches 22i inches

3 inches 82.4

.3762 inches.

6 feet + root.
2

inches + h.

page 529-530

inches, 32 Inches

inches 4.62 inches, 3.041 inches,

7.2 miles + 0.05 mile.

3 yards 4 Winches ±4- inch.

.2-anches + 0.005 i -h.

124 4

b) 4

5.

(a) 2

(a) 4463 x

(b) 3.27 x 105

(c) 4.62 x 10-4

(d) 3.2004 x 101

(e) 2 x 10?

14. e, j, l,r , g,

15. WtAINWSTER.

(i) 5

(j) 2

-(k)

8

) 4.00 x 10-5

(g)" 3.68 x 106

(h) 8 x 10-8

(1) 7.2 x 101?

b, d, h

7 x

0005 -5x1x

fi

1

1.032x10'

;



two ,fractions have the same numerator, then the one
.

with_ the larger denominator has the smaller value. Since'

by dedhition, a° measurement with a smaller relative

error is the more accurate, the astronomer made the more

accurate measurement.

(c

(d

(e)

2. (a) 731.8

(b) 145.1

(c) I 1.b.u.)

(a) 1.0

(b)

(c) 47bu

) inch.

0.055 inch.

0,15 inch.

0,.0510 inch.

inch.



to Exercises

gest area =

to the neares

15q

17,000

11 x 14

(b) 1.14

(c) 3.92 x

x 10'

11 In

20 ml

pounds.

4 sq. in.
2

in.)

OqUal.'e

,J. ,.iiieant digits are used here

because 75/tab ct counting number and does not

affeatjthe nthiade l. olgnificant digits.

290

-(.) 13 feet )(; ,4)

(b) 220 Peet, 2y ()
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Question for Chapter 11

Part-'.I.- 'True - False.
.

.

T Counting aeparat'e °Wee s is considered to be an exact

ineasureme4

smaller the, u :the mare precise is the measurement.
'

.greatest possiablt, erivr, .1AI/end be one-sixteenth' inch.
. 1-

the len ©f a llnie 'is:Measured to the nearest

The smaller he pefcent of e

accuracy of the Trieaslurement.

_e:Aeate

if A meaSurementtof a line is Stated to be .10.0 hi es

implies that:the line ta. Ateasured to the nearest inc
t

The ,more precise thg,measUrement the -,grea'ter, is the

pbssilkd'error.

eatest, possible,

n the measurement
.

The term possible e a measurement dbe'

not ref-- stake made n the ne,aemer
.

O. .T e grea s ible errq of the um of .Setreral app

I ate mews en -4 is th axle as the- greatest possible

e of ,the least pr measurement.
._.



suremen

accuracy is the one with the

pre

oss e

Per

numb

The great

36.05 4.n.

cant digits

le error in the sum 45.5 In

is:

-0.005 in.P

art Co_ on.

The ent of aline segment was stated to be

ches

i vmeasurem izht be stated as 1-

The greatest possible error ix

1(

'7) of the unit. used.

a measuremnt is always



ement of 4 inches has the same precision'as

-ement of

Part. IV. Miscellaneous.

1.

5 ) inches.

Measure the length of the line serpent AD to the

nearest eighth of an inch. A D

Compute the percent of error-in the measurement 25

inches. Hot would this compare-with the percept of

error in the measurement 25 miles?

1.
(25
2 = 0.02 .-, 2 ercent )

2. (Sane)


